Graduation Ceremony Update – April 23, 2021
As the dates for this year’s graduation celebrations quickly approach, we would like to
share our current plan with graduates and their families. The plan outlined below is based on the
current restrictions. Both celebrations, are built with government health orders and restrictions in
mind. Should the current restrictions loosen, and health orders change, we anticipate being able
to change our plans quickly to reflect these changes.
Saturday, May 29th, 2021 at LCI – Grand March
Beginning at 1pm, graduates will dress in formal wear and participate in an outdoor grand
march. With the current health order and restrictions, graduates will sign-up for a 10-minute
timeslot with seven other students of their choosing. A link to the booking system will be made
available through LCI’s website and school messenger. Only graduates will be able to leave their
vehicles while families and observers remain in their vehicles. Parking stalls along the grand
march route will be available for families and observers to park (see map below). In addition to
the march, Lifetouch will be on-site taking professional portraits of each graduate prior to their
walk. Students should arrive 10 minutes prior to their walk time to ensure time for their portrait.
For the walk, grads will complete two passes, taking approximately 10 minutes. One pass with a
partner and a second pass with their cohort of eight. The procession will run from 1pm – 4pm.
•
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Graduates will be dropped off by the cafeteria 10 minutes prior to their walk time
Families/observers will park in the designated area (see map below)
Graduates will complete two passes
Families will pick-up graduate, after their second pass, in LCI’s back parking lot, making
way for the next group of graduates to complete their walk
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Saturday, June 5th, 2021 at the Enmax – Drive-in Convocation
Beginning at 2 pm, graduates will dress in their caps and gowns and participate in an outdoor
drive-in convocation. With the current health order and restrictions, graduates will be assigned a
timeslot to attend a mini-convocation ceremony, culminating with graduates walking the stage,
receiving their diploma while Lifetouch takes a photo. Currently, we are planning for six, 30minute convocations. However, this may change depending on government restrictions and
health orders at the time of the event. Only graduates will be able to leave their vehicles while
families and other observers remain in their vehicles. The stage is equipped with large screens
that will allow for those observing to see each graduate clearly from their vehicles. Sound from
the event will be broadcasted over an FM station, also allowing for those in their vehicles to hear
the ceremony clearly. Additionally, the event will be livestreamed for those who cannot
attend.
Please review the information below and if you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate
to contact our main office at: (403) 328-9606.

